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Behavior at the Boundary of Solutions of 
Quasilinear Parabolic Equations* 
WILLIAM P. ZIEMER 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper [S], we considered the behavior at the boundary of a domain of 
weak solutions of the Dirichlet problem for quasilinear elliptic equations of the 
second order. Specifically, it was shown that a boundary point is regular if the 
complement of the domain in a neighborhood of the point is sufficiently “thick” 
when measured by an appropriate capacity. This reduces to the classical Wiener 
condition in the case of Laplace’s equation, [19, 201. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend this work to the time-dependent 
situation. That is, we establish a condition for boundary regularity for weak 
solutions of quasilinear equations of the form 
div A(x, t, II, n,) A- B(x, t, 21, zig,) - ub = 0 (1) 
where A and B are, respectively, vector and scalar valued Bair-e functions 
defined in B x R’ x R”, where 52 is an open subset of Rn+‘(x, t)- The term 
div iz(x, t, U, u,) is taken with respect to the variable s. The functions A and K 
are to satisfy inequalities of the form 
A(x, t, u, w) < a,l w 1 f n,(x, fj / u i -+ a,(.~, f) 
B(.x, t, 11, w) < b,l w I” t- b,(r, t)i w ( + l&(x, t)\ 24 i + b,(x, t) (2) 
zu . A(.Y, t, u, zu) 2 co! w 12 - Cl@, t)! u I2 - c&e, t). 
where a, , 6, and c,, are constants with a0 and 15, nonnegative and c,, > 0. The 
remaining coefficients are nonnegative measurable functions in Q. As in [8], 
the results of this paper remain valid if these coefficients are assumed to lie in 
appropriate Lebesgue classes in 52, but in order to minimize technical detaii, 
we will assume that the coefficients are bounded, i.e., 
U;(P, tj c< K, br(x, t) < K, C&c, t) < K ES! 
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where K is some nonnegative constant. Our condition for boundary regularity 
is expressed in terms of a capacity whose definition is suggested in a natural way 
by our analysis. It is not yet completely understood how this capacity relates 
to other parabolic capacities such as the classical potential-theoretic capacity 
or those introduced in [l] and [9]. This will be a topic for further investigation. 
Under various assumption on the structure (2), interior local Holder continuity 
of weak solutions of (1) has been established by several authors, cf. [lo, 11, 
2, 181. Landis [14] announced a Wiener-type criterion for boundary regularity 
of solutions to the heat equation, although a complete development of his 
results has apparently never appeared. Other results concerning boundary 
regularity of linear parabolic equations include [S, 6, 12, 13, 16, 171. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We let x = (X r ,..., .xJ denote points in ip” and the gradient of a function II 
defined on Rn will be denoted by uZ or V,u. Points in Rnfl will generally be 
denoted by x = (x, t). Following common practice, the letter C will denote a 
constant which may change from line to line in the same proof. 
The notion of weak solution for equation (I) is defined in terms of functions 
from the space r-(Q) which is given by 
P(Q) =z (u: a, u, ELJQ), Jj u lj2;R1 EL,(R~)} 
where 8, q = 5-2 n {t = T). The derivatives u, are to be understood in the sense 
of distributions. We will also employ the Sobolev spaces 
whose elements are functions whose distributional first derivatives belong to 
La(Q), L2,10c(Q. Recall from [7] that if II E War(li,Z) and (ZQ} is a sequence of 
regularizers of U, then there is a set E of Newtonian capacity zero such that 
for some subsequence, 
lim zdij(x) = u(x) for x+!E. 
Thus, a function in U’s1 can be assigned values everywhere except possibly on a 
set of capacity zero. The space W”,l,,(sZ) is defined to be the closure of smooth 
functions whose supports are compact subsets of Q. d result of Bagby [3] 
states that 
u E W;,#2) .f d lo .f z ax on 1 z 21 is zero evegwheve on 
R’” - Q except possibly for a set of Newtonian capacity zero. 
(4) 
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A weak solution (subsolution, supersolution) of equation (1) in Q is a function 
U(X, tj E T/‘“(Q) satisfying 
i 
D (-&u + 4, . d - #I) dx dt = 0 (a, >O) (5) 
for all bounded $ 3 0, # G @&(Q). If u E W,1(Q), then it follows from (5) and (2.) 
that 
s 
n(~~l+~z+L@)dxdt =0 (a 30) if3 
for all bounded $ > 0, 4 E W~,$2& for each t. 
If u E ~~“,,I,,iQjn), x,, E LQ, and 1 E RI, we say that 
z&J < 1 weakly iV 
if for every k > I there is an Y > 0 such that ~(u - k)+ E W;,,(G) whenever 
-q E Crn[B(% 7 F)]. Here B(z, , Y) denotes the open ball of radius T and center x0. 
The definition of 
z&J >, 1 weakly Q’4 
is anaIogous to that given by (7) and ~(a+,) = I weakly if both (7) and (8) hold. 
Observe that if f is a continuous function on Rn+r - Q, f~ W;(Q), and u - 
f~ W&(Q), then S(X) =f( z weakly for every z E aQ. Conversely, if ICE W21(st> ) 
and E(X) =f( z weakly for every zz E ZJ except possibly for a set of Newtonian ) 
capacity zero, then 2~ - fE Wts(Q). 
3. CAPACITY AND i-(R”+) 
It is well known that Newtonian capacity is the appropriate capacity to employ 
when investigating the point-wise behavior of functions in IPsr; see [7] and [4] 
for more general information. In this section we define and develop a notion of 
capacity that will play a similar role in determining the point-wise behavior 
of functions in. P(R”+r). 
The space P(G) is endowed with the norm 
where E sup denotes essential supremum and we let r&Q) denote the closure 
of Coq(s2) in this norm. 
For an arbitrary set EC RRn+l, we define a capacity by 
r(E) = inf (E s;p s U(X, t)’ dx + lj j V&x, r)13 c!x df/ (10) 
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where the infimum is taken over all functions u E P(P+l) such that 
E Cint(z : U(Z) 3 I>. 
Observe that r is countably subadditive for if 6 > 0, choose ui > 0 such that 
Ei C int (ui 3 l> and 
Let ZJ~ = x&, ui denote the partial sums and note that {z+J is a Cauchy sequence 
in FT(P+l). As v(ZF+l) is complete, there is 21 ~I;‘(Rfi+l) such that [[ ztlc - ZI [ [ “2 + 0. 
Moreover, there is a subsequence such that Q(Z) -+ U(X) for almost every 
XEP+~. We may take v = Cyzl ui so that a > 1 on a neighborhood of UFzl Ei. 
Therefore 
r(E) & E sup j v(x, t)” dx + j/ 1 v&, t)12 dx dt 
= pc’IL”:p j - V,(X, t)2 dx f jj I -i$Vk(X, t)l” dx dt] 
which establishes the countable subadditivity of r. 
We say that a function u E V2(R”-k1) is r-quasicontinuous if for every E > 0, 
there is an open set UC R a+1 with r(U) < E such that u is continuous on 
Rnil - u. 
The proof of the following Theorems will not be given since they are very 
similar to those appearing in [7]. 
3.1. THEOREM. If u and v are r-quasicontinuous functions in 7T2(Rnf1) that 
agree almost everywhere, then in fact they agree everywhere except for a set of 
T-capacity zero. 
3.2. THEOREM. If (uk} is a Catchy sequence in W(Rn+l) then there is a 
subsequence that converges to a r-quasicontinuous function everywhere except for a 
set of r-cap& zero. 
If u E P(Q) it can be shown that its sequence of mollifiers {Us}, converges 
in norm on each open set fl Efz, c.f., [ll, p. 8.51. Now uk converges almost 
everywhere in Q’ to u and Theorem 3.2 implies that a subsequence converges 
r-almost everywhere to a r-quasicontinuous function. Therefore, by allowing 
a sequence of B’ to invade a, the following is now immediate. 
3.3. COROLLARY. If u E P(Q), then there is a r-quasicontinuous function 
u* E V2(Q) that agrees with ?I almost everywhere in L?. 
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For an arbitrary set E C R”+I, define 
r*(E) = inf /I? s:p J- u(x, t)” dx + js / V,U(X, t)\2 & &I (10 
where the infimum is taken over all r-quasicontinuous functions u E F(R*+l) 
such that u > 1 on E except for a set of r-capacity zero. In the sequel, we will 
need the following 
THIIORXNI. For every set EC R”+l, F(E) = I’*(E). 
Proof. Clearly I’(E) 3 F*(E). T o establish the opposite inequality, let u be 
a function considered in the definition of I’*(E) such that for E > 0, 
The sequence of mollifiers, {zLJ, converge uniformly to u on the complement 
of some open set U where r(U) < E. Therefore, for every 17 > 0 there is a k 
such that ujG >, 1 - 77 on E-U and thus, 
In view of the fact that the u, converge in norm to U, it follows that 
(1 - # r(E - U) < I’“(E) -!- E. 
Now, 
r(E) < r(E - U) + r(u) < (1 - q)-yr*(E) $- El + 6 
and since both 71 and E are arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
The Nezvtonian capacity of a set L4 C Rn can be defined as 
~(4 = inf ( jRn I vu ip) w 
where the infimum is taken over all Al E W21(R”) such that -4 C int fx : u(x) > 11. 
Note that if u E V(Rn+l), then u E W2(Rn n (t = T)) for almost every t. Hence, 
as an immediate consequence, we have the estimate 
JV) 3 jm y(G) dt + E sup N”(E,) 
-* t 
where H* denotes &imensional Hausdorff measure. 
Now suppose that E = A x [O, TJ where A C R”. Suppose also that 
L4 c B(xo , a) for some x0 E Rn and a E RI. 
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Choose E > 0 and select zc according to definition (12) such that 
s I vu I2 < r(4 + 6. (14) 
Let $ be a smooth cut-off function with + = 1 on @x0 , a), spt 4 C B(x,, ,2a) 
and ) & 1 < a-l. Let a = #A and note that 
From Holder’s inequality, Sobolev’s inequality, and (14) we have 
s 
212 < ad2 < Ca2 
Bkqp2a) s B(z&d s B(z&d 
I Vu I2 d Ca2[r(-4 + 4 (16) 
and 
s I -7r.J I2 -<, CM4 + 4 (17) 
Now define 
w(x, t) = V(X) . g(t) 
where g = 1 on [0, T] and vanishes outside of [- E, T + ~1. Then from (16) 
and (17), 
Since E is arbitrary, we have 
where E = A x [0, T] and A is contained in some n-ball of radius a. In 
particular, suppose E is a parabolic cylinder; that is, suppose E = .&2(x,,  r) x 
[0, cGJ where 01 > 0. Recall that r[B(xO , r)] = CP-“. Therefore, from (13) 
and (18) we have constants C, and C, such that 
C,(l + 0l)Y” < r(E) < C,(l + d)P. (19) 
We conclude this section by comparing our condition for boundary regularity 
(Theorem 4.2) in a space-time cylinder with the classical Wiener condition 
in the base of the cylinder. To this end let U be an arbitrary open set in R” 
and let D = U x [0, T]. Consider a point .z,, = (x0 , to) E a.0 where 0 < t,, < T. 
297 
For 01 > 0, let 
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R,(r) = B(x, ) r) x (to - 3/401r2, t, t l/401?). 
We associate the following subcylinders with R&j: 
Rf = R,(ri2) 
Df = R,(T - ~12) w h ere z- is some fixed number larger but close to 1= 
R- and D- are reflections of R+ and D+ in RJr) about the plane t = f, - 1/4ar”. 
R*(r) is a cylinder containing R- and contained within D-. 
p D+ 
I[ 
=(x O;fo) 
ti 
R- D- R” 
I 
FIGURE 1 
It will be shown in Corollary 4.3 below that the following condition is sufficient 
for regularity at the point (x0 ? t,): for any 01 > 0, 
However, Q = U x [0, T] and thus (13) and (18) imply that 
F[R:(r) - L?] < C,w2 . r[B(xo, 7) - U] + C&@3(x,, 1,) - U] 
and 
I-([R:(r) - Q] 3 E(Y!2)2 #?(so ) r!2) - U]. 
In view of the fact that I’[R$(r)] N r” and ~[B(x,, , Y)] - t?i--21 it is clear that 
(20) holds if and only if 
s l r[%o , r) - U] dr 0 y[B(xo , r)] _r = *, 
which is the Wiener condition for regularity at x0 E au. 
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4. ESTIMATES AT THE BOUNDARY 
Since we assume the coefficients in the structure (2) and the solution to be 
bounded, it uGl1 be convenient for us to formulate the structure in the following 
way: 
A($ f, % 20) ,( a, I w I + q 
B(x, t, 24 w) < 6, [ w 12 + b, (22) 
A(x, t, u, w) * w ,, co / w 1” - c, . 
Let a be such that 
a-l = ma (al ,b , 4. 
Throughout this section, 52 is assumed to be an arbitrary open bounded 
subset of RIZ+l(.~, t). Accordingly, the notion of subsolution and solution will be 
understood in the sense expressed in (6). However, if Q = U x [0, T], then 
the results of this section would hold for subsolutions and solutions in the 
sense defmed by (5). 
For a firred ti > 0, I?&), I?:( ) t Y e c. will be understood as in Figure 1. For 
brevity, we will write R(r) = R,(r), A*(y) = R?(r)- If u G Wsr(Q) is such that 
u(so) < I weakly, then for k > 1 let 
and define 
%@) = 
! 
(u - k)+ on Q 
0 otherwise 
p(y) = sup {U&) : x E R(v)} 
4.1. THEOREM. Let u E W:(Q) 6 e a weak subsolution of (1) that is bounded 
above by a constant M > 0. For zQ E 3-Q assume u(zo) < I weakly. Then for k > 1, 
the faction v dejined by 
satisfies 
(r-(l’f2) s,*(, , v py =G C[dr) - &P) + a . rl 
for some p > 1 and all sujiciently small Y > 0. The constant C depends on& on 
n, 1, M, and the structure (22). 
Proof. Let 
+ E - sup(~, ~4~) + a _ Y 2 E R(Y) n Q 
z E R(Y) - sz 
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and define 
$(xj = $(z) t--bO”(z)(ti.a - [p(r) t- a . P]“: 
where ,8 < 0 and q >, 0 is a cut-off function whose support is contained in a 
sufliciently small neighborhood of x0 according to the definition of u(z,,) < E 
weakly. Then 4 is a valid test function and substitution into (6) yields 
P 
Jr 
7ae-bo”(i? - [/L(Y) f a . ~1’) at dx dt 
L 
f fl 
” eq’e-b(~“[bo~@ _ [p(y) + a a yl’j. _ 8,&“--I)] i *j- 1’ 
<2 
JJ 
Cbo’7j 1 T.1: / [LZo / Cz j f L?2](@,c - [p(r) + Lz ’ Y]‘) 
+ 11 7jkb~~{V~ - [p(r) + n . r]‘} 1 6, j ?J3 1’ + 6, j ?Yz j + 6, 1. (23) 
The term 
1s 
&?-b”%o@R - [/L(Y) + a 3 r]“) 1 ac I2 
can be cancelled from both sides of the inequality. With the help of Young’s 
inequality, (23) can be simplified to yield 
1 ’ 
-jJ ~2e-bo”{~B-[~(~)+a.r]E)vtd~ddt + 
iPi JJ 
‘1726’“-1’e-b”“~~,,j”d~dt 
< C(l + 1 p I-‘) j-j- [rj” + 17% Is] G+r dx dt 
where C is some suitable constant. Proceding as in [18, Theorem 4.11 we obtain 
the fundamental inequality 
where C is bounded when p is bounded away from 0 and - 1. This inequality 
and a similar one in case /3 = - 1 forms the basis for a suitable iteration scheme 
which yields the theorem. Details will not be given for the proof now follows 
closely the argument presented in [15], [2], or [18]. 
We will now show that (20) is a sufficient condition for regularity at a point 
z,, E X?. The key to the proof is to employ Theorem 4.1 and (24) for the purpose 
of establishing a growth estimate on the V2-norm of the function ‘ir restricted 
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to R*(y). This will lead to the desired result because the r-capacity of R*(r) - Q 
is dominated by the P-norm of v. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let u E Sl/,l(Q) is n weak subsolution of (1) that is bounded 
above on Q!. For z0 E al2 assume that u(zJ < 1 weakly. Iffor some OL > 0, 
then 
lim sup U(Z) < 1. 
z-+.2, 
.%a2 
Proof. Let 
and suppose that 0 < I< A. Choose k such that I < k < A and define 
w = @ - v 
I 
on JJ 
0 otherwise. 
As in Theorem 4.1, define 
p(r) = sup {W(Z) : x E R(Y)) 
and note that p(r) is bounded away from zero. Also! observe that q2w E IX&@) 
whenever 7 is supported in a sufficiently small neighborhood of z,, . 
Let #I = q2 20 ebzo where b = b,c;;’ and 11 is a smooth cut-off function that 
will be specified below. Since + is a legitimate test function, substitution into (6) 
yields 
11 q2ebWww, dx dt + Ic q2ebw[1 + bw]A . w, dx dt 
+ jj 2Tweb’“A . 7a dx dt + fj +‘13webZL’ d,xdt = 0. 
. 
Moreover, the structure (22) gives the following inequality: 
I.. 
T2evawwt dx dt + 
Jj 
y2ebTL’[ 1 + bzu] [c,, 1 w, I2 - CJ dx dt 
< jj 2ywebw[u, 1 w, 1’ + q] 1 nz 1 + jj q2ebzow[bb, J wz I2 + bJ dx dt. (25) 
Now let ZI = y(r) - w (for simplicity we will write ,u = P(P)) and define 
f(v) = b-1 eb(rr-v) [p - v - b-l] - b-1 eb+ - b-1). 
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Observe that 
and 
f’(v) = - t?bm w 
f”(D) = ebu)[l + bw] > 0 for 0 <a<~, 
Therefore [f(v>lt = 8’” wwt and there are constants k, and k, such that 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the term involving b, can be cancelled from 
both sides of the inequality and (25) can thus be written as 
Ii 
(~“f)~ dx dt + &,e-bu 
s.T 
[(~TI)~ j3 dx dt 
<c, I- 
JI 
~“[l + bw] dx dt + a, ’ 2~p ) z, 1 . 1 q,z 1 dx dt 
. SJ 
f a, j-j 21720 j 71~ j dx dt + b, fs q2w dx dt 
+ jj 217 1 qt / * If 1 dx dt t- c,,& j-j \ yr Ia .u’) dx dt. (27) 
We will now choose 7 to be identically 1 on R*, spt 71 C R(Y), / Q j < c,r-1, 
and / yt ] < car;‘-‘“. Let t, and t, be such that spt 7 is contained between the 
hyperplanes t = t, and t = t, and choose t* so that 
I ’ [77v(x, t*)]2 dx > ) sup [ ~u(x, t)” dx. (f,.@ - (28) 
Observe that the term 
is dominated by the right side of (27). Also, if 77’ is replaced by X(t*, tej +I”, 
where X(t*, tJ is the characteristic function of the’ interval [t”, ta], then 
is also dominated by the right side of (27). Therefore, from (26), it follows that 
s;p j [7$x, t)]’ dx + Jj I(?lz)).u I‘7 dx dt (29~ 
is bounded by some constant C times the right side of (27). 
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We will now determine the rate at which the right side of (27) approaches 
zero as r -+ 0. For this purpose, it is the term involving a,, that provides the 
greatest interest. From the fundamental inequality (24), Theorem 4.1, and 
Holder’s inequality, we have for all sufficiently small E < 0, 
< Cy”I”[p(y) - y(Q) + a . yJ(l--E)@ * Yyp(Y) - &2) + n . Y](l+E)!n 
< W[p(y) - #u&2) + a . r]. 
Since 1 f(u) ] < C j z’ /, Theorem 4.1 can again be employed to obtain the 
estimate 
Likewise, 
Each of the remaining terms on the right side of (27) is dominated by Crn+l. 
Therefore, it follows from (29) that 
Since 1 < K < A, p(r) is bounded away from zero. Moreover, it follows from (30) 
and Theorem 3.4 that 
p(r)2 T[R?(Y) - Q] < CY”[&) - p(42) + a . Y + Y] (31) 
It is easily verified that 
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and therefore, since I’[R*(r)] N CP, that 
1 
J 0 
I-p:(r) - Q] . l-p,*(u)]-1 $ < 23, 
a contradiction. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Suppose u E W21(Q) is a bounded weak solution of (1) srtclz 
that u(q,) = E weakly, for z,, E 8~2. If 
It is not known whether the above integral condition is necessary for Z, to be 
a regular point, and the analogous question is open in the quasilinear elliptic 
case, cf. [S]. However, if Q = U x [0, T] where U is an open subset of R”, 
then (21) and a result of Eklund [6] imply that (20) is both necessary and 
sufficient for z, E %2 to be regular for equations of the form 
Uf -- (a&-, t) Z&J”, = 0 
where the coefficients are bounded measurable functions. 
We conclude by giving an application of Theorem 4.2. 
4.4. THEOREM. If u E Wz1(i2) is a weak subsolution of (1) that is bounded 
above on L?, then u is upper semicontinuous 012 G. 
Proof. By Lusin’s theorem, for every E > 0, there is an open set 77, C G? 
such that ZPT~(U,) < E and u is continuous on D - U, . Thus, for each 
z. E Q - r;: ) it follows immediately from the result of Bagby [3], that 
u < u(z,J weakly. 
We will now show that the integral condition in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied at 
IF1 - a.e., z0 E Q - Ui . Let S,(Y) denote the smallest cylinder that contains 
R:(r) and the point x0 . According to [21], for N~-i~i - a.e., x0 E 52 - U, . 
and therefore it is easily verified that 
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for Hn+i - a.e., z, E .Q - lJ, . It follows from (13) that 
I-[R:(P) - UJ > E sup II”[(R:(r) - U,),] 
> Cl(Z) r-“H”+l[R~(r) - UJ, 
where Cr(ol) is some constant depending on CL Therefore, from (19), 
In view of (32) it is clear that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied and 
thus, 
for Hn+l - a.e ., z,, E 52 - lJ, . However, u is continuous on D - U, and 
consequently 
lirn;up U(Z) ,( zf(zJ 
En0 
for IP+r - a.e., z,, E B - U, . Now let E = I/k, k = I,2 ,... and observe that 
u is upper semicontinuous at Hn+l - a.e., z, in the complement of &?=r U,; 
that is, at Hei-l - a.e., r, in 9. It is now a simple matter to redefine u on a set 
of Hm+l-measure zero so that zc is upper semicontinuous at all point of L?. 
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